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Q:l Answer the following by selecting the correct choice from [101
the given options,

1'. The smallest member of {:, n E N} is 

--(r) -r [b) 0 (r) 1 " (d) donorexisr
2' The lower bound of {9, n € Ni is 

-
tn

ia]o (i,)i (c)1 (d)z
The set {},n etr} is _-
(aJ open (bj closed (cJ neither open nor closed td)
The interior of the set N =
(a) N (b) v, [c) R, td] A
If {sni = {1 + (-1)n}, n € N then limn-* infsn=_
[a) 1 [b) 0 [cJ -1 [dJ doesnotexist
The range set of sequence {L + (-1)n} is _
[a) $,2) (b) 1a,21 [c) [*1,1] (d) {0,2}

Every monotonic increasing sequence which is not bounded
above

[aJ diverges to -oo tb] diverges to *m
[cJ converges to -oo tdl converges to +oo
A series with _ terms is called positive term series

[aJ real (b] negative [cJ non-negative [dJ none of these
A positive term geometric series cannot converge if _
[a)rC1 tb] r<L (c)r>1 Glrzl.
The series E 1ls 

--.

n

ffi,

(bJ convergent
(dJ none ofthese
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3.

5.

n

9.

10.

none

[aJ divergent

[c) converges to 0

Q:2
L
2.

3,

4.

Answer the given statement is TRUE or FALSE
An order structure is always a field structure

I is ttre multiplicative inverse of 5 in Z.

N is a closed set
The set.l is always a superset of its interior set

[08]



5.

6.

7.

B.

Every bounded sequence is convergent
A sequence cannot have more than one limit point

The series X+ is divergent
n(n+!)

The series fsin (r1) is divergent

AnswerANYTEN of the following.
Define:Absolute value of a function,

State order completeness properties
Prove that lxl ( e <+' -e 1x 1 e
Show that interior of S is a subset of S

Prove that every open interval is an open set

Define: closed set

Find the range set of sequ.n.r {}]
B. Find limit point of sequence {sn} = {1}
9, Investigate limit superior of the sequence {n2}
L0. Tesr the convergence of the series **'e*i + .

LL. Show that a necessary condition for convergence of an infinite
series Xunis that limn. *un = 0

12. State Cauchy's General principle of convergence.

Q:4 AnswerANYF0uRofthefollowing. [32]
(11 Prove that V3 is not a rational number

(2) Show that the set of rational numbers is not order completeness"

t3l Prove that the derive set.9' of bounded infinite set has the

smallest and the greatest member.

(4) Show that every infinite liounded set has a limit point
(51 State and prove Nested lntervaltheorem.

t6) Prove that sequence {rn} converges iff -1 < r 31.
(7) State and prove comparison Test of Znd type.

tB) show that the series ,* + ffi + ffi +... is convergent.

* )< ,--

Q:3
1,

2.

3,

4,

5.

6.

7,
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